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Abstract
Compared with many other engineering disciplines, qiwfrftf:frn*cal site
characterization (the process of defining the physical and geometric
properties of soi Mid rock subgrade) is not highly computerized. This
can bft attributed to tfw proctft h^***Q httinf o" trptrMTAfft t*rf itttffttT
pr»ctic« of tMta composing srt«
i Emitort field and laboratory test*
analysis. Typicafly the
ing. extensive inleipfstation of the sparse data samples based on the
engineer*s experience, and a formal presentation of results, with infermotion being communicated between the various participants on a
variety of forms and plots (e.g., bore logs, subsurface profSes, fence
diagrams, etc).
With the emergence of new computer-based techniques such as engineenng workstations and knowledge based expert systems, and with
improvements in graphics and database management capabilitiaa, many
of the technical impediments to a more comprehensive appication of
computers to site characterization have been eliminated.

#

Knowledge Besed Expert Systems. Tasks such as the interprets-

**
<* **** lo**and ***** todetermine** * f * t H S c a *? n ^ r *
^structured tasks performed by expert geotechnicai engineers.
Since there o no -formal process TOT tros task and many omer
stapa-which comprise the ai>» characteriation proceas. their
computeriT at ton has not been possible in the past; programs have
bww ha

.

y f , o w a ^ * ^ l ^ n ? _ h * M r ^ ^ Knowledge based ex-

P 6 * systems, howe¥ert PITOVIO> tt^mechanisre for dealing with
the ait of the site characterization process.
The current reiaarch emphasis is on an independent investigation of
the four components described above. The next step is to integrate aU
components into an Electronic Geotechnicsl Engineering Workbench.
T*» workbench concept is <**V™* to p n ^ a qwiplete etectronic
office and UtkuiUky environment eliminating the need for manual
Qrmpantion of forms and drawings. The workbench does not directly
change the basic process of site characterization, but develops an
wogrmiiv r w m n K i n 01 me fornw, arswinys anu wiioriTicttiun GBVTI*

Specificaiyt four components can aid in several aspects of the process:
• Detebeses.
serve as the integration mechanism. By
having data online, m users have immediate access to the most
recent information, and communication problems en eliminated.
to replace paper, field data is gathered and
ing electronic f
ectly ente ed into a site database. As the site characterization
proceeds* new date is added to the database, budding a complete,
o>mprehenaivstnode1ofasitewhi^
• Personet Computers. PC workstations form the base of the computing environment. They provide direct inexpensive access to
computational resources (including graphics)*
ITS in the field and laboratory provides the means to
capture drecfly a* data as it is generated. Workstations can also
provide immediate feedback, eliminating costSy delays. Such immediate feedback suggests the possibility of using a dynemic exoperation strategy*
• Graphics. Graphical presentation is one of the prUnary means of
communicating results. Direct production of presentation-quality
graphics is now a reality.

munication. Indirectly, the computer-based process supports a dynamic
exploration strategy, saves time, and provides more accurate data.
An initial integration of the database and graphics components of the
workbench, using personal computers and -standard- PC software
(Auto-CAD, Lotus 1-2-3. and dBASE-lll)f has been developed. These
tools provide rapid prototyping of a complete system, without rerytng on
expensive hardware and time-consuming software development in addttion, since the components are readily available, direct technology
transfer and use in both the field and office ars
As expert system technology evolves, and as the power of PCs incresses, it wai be possMe to bufld a more comprehensive cornpuang
mnywrmmetii that aiternatea arl the rnmnnniinriT <1«M'jih#ri ahove ami
transforms much of the site chanKMzation pro<»ss into an e l e c t s
based discipline.

1. introduction
The process of site characterization, as opposed to most other engineering processes, is more an art than an application of rigorous
scientific methods and procedures. On the basis of sampling and
laboratory testing of relatively few soil samples combined with their experience, skilled geotechnical engineers will infer the underlying stratigraphy of a site and wtt make recommendations for the engineering of
substructure components. Since there is no formal underlying mathematical process which is directly amenable to computerization, such as
in finite element analysis, the use of computers in the site characterization domain has been somewhat limited, and much of the Information
flow is through manually prepared forms and drawings. However, the
emergence of new computer-based techniques — such as knowledge
based expert systems and engineering workstations, combined with improved capabilities in graphics and database management, and the
widespread availability of tow-cost, powerful micro-processors — has
opened the door to a more comprehensive application of computers to
the site characterization process. In this article, these technologies w*
be discussed, with the goal of providing a computer-based, electronic
environment which enhances the current manual process of site
characterization.
1.1. Geotechnical Site Characterization
The objective of the site characterization process is to determine the
distribution of engineering properties of the site, inducing:
• Number, location, depth and extent of strata
• Location of groundwater
• Engineering properties of soto, le., density, shear strength, etc.
The site characterizstion process is carried out through a series of
steps, with data being communicated through a number of forms,
graphs and drawings.
• Reconnaissance — The first step is a research phase where data
from nearby sites and the overall site characteristics are com*
bined with an initial site visit to determine site accessNity, topology, geology, drainage, etc This information is used as a basis
for further site chiiracttrization and for planning an exploration
strategy.
• Field Explorations — Reid explorations are used to gather more
detafled information on the sits. The exploration strategy selects
the number, location and type of borings. Detafled records of the
drilling process an maintained and soM samples are recovered at
discrete points along each boring. Log sheets, such as the one
shown in Figure 1 are used to record the Md data.
• Laboratory Testing — A portion of the recovered soil samples it
subjected to laboratory testing. Some tests are performed in the
field and their results are added to the field tog sheets. At some
later date, other tests are conducted on a subset of the so*
samples sent to the laboratory. Again, the results are a number of
logs ano pfotsoescnoing we so» samples.
• Interpretation — After the data has been collected, it is interpreted
by experienced geotechnical engineers to infer the SHB characteristics. The raw field and laboratory togs are transcribed and
combined or grouped into a number of alternative forms and bore
togs. The data is then used to form a three-dimensional model of
the site, which is presented through a number of two- and threedimensional profile diagrams, as the one shown in Figure 2.
The result of the site characterization is a i
al report describing the
site stratigraphy, providing the basis for the engineering of the substructure.

The site characterization process suffers due to the information handling mecr^isnw used m the ain^nt rnanuaJ process. Transfer of data
between field and office is stow, and often, engineers will not make
interpretations on fragmentary data. If data were more readily available
during the exploration stage, a dynamic exploration strategy could be
employed (i.e., by considering data obtained, increase or reduce the
number of test and borings, etc), resulting in a better site characterization.

2. Development of a Geotechnical Site
Characterization Workbench
2 . 1 . Workbench Concept
There are many places in the site chai
wht
data
can be tost or errors can be introduced through the martual processing
of data. In addition, inferring the subsurface model is a complex, »defined, time-consuming task. Through application of new computerbased technologies, much of the manual process of data handfrtg,
forms preparation, drafting and data interpretation can be automatecL
Computers have been applied to many of the detaMed steps in the site
characterization process, L*, the determination of drifing location
using automated surveying and mapping equipment, automated
laboratory data acquisition and signal processing, etc. Current applications are essentially stand-alone, the transfer of data between the steps
is a manual process, and applications which require expertise, such as
tog inter pretaiion, are not computerized.
The workbench concept is designed to integrate a numb&r of computerbased tools into an electronic environment for computer based problem
solving. It is patterned after work at AT&T Bell Laboratories where computer tools have been combined to aid in tasks such as program
development [Me 77] and writing and document preparation
[MacdonaJd 83]. A similar integrated set of computer-based tools could
be used to transform much of the site characterization process from the
current manual basis to an electronic-based discipline; providing an
electronic office and laboratory facility which eliminates the need for
manual preparation of forms and drawings. The workbench does not
change the basic process of site characterization (field exploration,
laboratory testing, interpretation and document preparation), but
develops an electronic realization of the forms, drawings and information communication.
2.2. A Computer-Based Site Characterization Process
Through an exploration of new computer technologies, the concept of a
computer-based process for site characterization has been developed.
The steps of the process are identical to the manual process outlined in
Section 1.1, but computer-based tools are applied to all steps. Potential
computer applications and use in the different phases of the process are
outlined below (the realization of these applications is presented in the
following sections)!
• Reconnaissance — Review of nearby sites is one component of
initial site reconnaissance. In the manual process, previous site
investigation records must be retrieved and examined. In the
computer-based process, ail records are stored in a central,
archival ctatarww A systematic search of the database is made
to find nearby sites, or sites with any similar characteristic (e.g^
same morphology). Computerized searching is less time consuming, permitting the exploration of more alternatives and more
detailed background work.
• Field Exploration and laboratory Testing — Electronic forms and
electronic forms filling (computer based completion of these
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• Document Preparation — Documents, forms, graphs, test reauft
reports, etc.. are produced directly from the project database
without the errors introduced through manual transcription of
data. Computer generated documents, such as the bore tog
shown in Figure 3 are consistent and accurate (i.e.. the documents are consistent with the data, data is reproduced withouterror, the formal of ail documents is uniform, etc.) while their
quality equals or exceeds that of those manuafiy produced.

• Data Interpretation — The processes of interpreting sofl
parameters from cone penetrometer tests, inferring site stratigraphy from boretogdata, etc. are assisted by knowledge based
expert systems which use the heuristic knowledge of skilled
geotechnicaJ engineers. Application of expsrt system technology
extends the range of computer applications in the site characterization domain to tasks which are currently performed by
skifled experienced engineers.
While computer appications to the separate processes outlined above
are invaluable in improving the site characterization process, major
benefits accrue from integrating the components into one complete sysThe objective of the workbench concept is to develop such an
system which applies computer aides throughout the

The remainder of this paper describes the technologies which can be
used in the development of a geotechnicaJ site characterization
workbench and discusses current .research and the development of
some prototype components.

PROJECT: GflSP DEMONSTRflTION TEST NO. 2
CONTRflCTOR: C-MU CIVIL ENGINEERI
SITE: PITTSBURGH, Pfl
FIELD ENGINEER: D. D. NORKIN
DflTE BEGUN: 5 / 2 8 / i 9 3 3
BOREHOLE NO.: i
DflTE FINISHED: 3/31/1983
COORDINflTES: X: 1449.00 Y: 1945.00 LOG flS OF 3 / 1 2 / 8 4
GROUND ELEVflTION :
1004.40
WflTER TflBLE : 984.90
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3. Currently Available Technologies
A number of currently available computer technologies can be used to
develop components of a site characterization workbench. Key items
are micro-processor based workstations, spreadsheets, database
management systems and graphics: A prototype workbench based on
these technologies is being developed on machines such as the/BAf PC.
To permit rapid prototyping with reduced development costs, off-theshetf rwcro-processor software is being exploited when posstte.
3 . 1 . Personal Computers: The Hardware Base
Microprocessor personal computer workstations form the base of the
computing environment They provide direct, inexpensive access to the
computing resources (including graphics) needed to perform the tasks
outlined in Section Z2. Usmg computers in both the field and laboratory
provides the means to capture directly an data as * is generated, providing immediate feedback and processing, eliminating costly delays.
While the current generation of PCs does not provide sufficient secondary storage for archival databases or sufficient processing capabffitfos
for large expert systems, advanced function workstations such as SUNa
and APOLLOs provide afl needed resources, and continuing priceperformance improvements wffl provide sufficient, low-cost computing
resources in the foreseeable future.
3.2. Spreadsheets: Electronic Form*
Spreadsheets, such as VJS/CALC and Lotus 1-2-3. provide a powerful
non-procedural programming paradigm. The layout of a spreadsheet
resembles me paper forms used to capture field and log data, and
of these forms can be recast into a spreadsheet within a few hours.
Using the spreadsheet, the screen becomes an empty form tor the engineer. He may move between fields at win, entering data as it becomes
e ongvieer, mpui oaxa ?s otspiayeo m a outerent
color from the predefined cells which contain labels defining the form.
The predefined parts of me form, computational formulae, eta, are
protected so they cannot be inadvertently changed
The computational capaWNties of the spreadsheet are used to automatically fill in fields for results, perform units convenpons, etc., eliminating
much of the tedious and error prone work. Revisions of results are
riandied automatically as data is updated. In addition, extensive checks
on data validity are performed as the data is input Once entered on the
spreadsheet the data is ~mw the system; it is available for future use and
can be made available to others with ease.
A variety of forms of prototype spreadsheets for field and laboratory
data acquisition have been developed [Duptencic 84], including soi
sample data, water content, density, Atterberg fimits, pocket
penetrometar, torvane, sieve anafyso, carbonate content and uncon*
fined compressKXi tests. An example of a completed, combined sample
data and water content spreadsheet is shown in Figure 4.
on soi samples from each
Data is acquired from a set of
boring. The engineer starts vi me soi sample data sheet, entermg the
sample drittng and soi description information. An entry, such as the
depth scale (shown in the left center of Figure 4) is computed automata
cafly once the sample depth is input Special mmcros are defined so a
snigle keystroke wii load any of the other test forms at the bottom of the
current sheet and automatically position the input cursor at the first cei
to be filled. The engineer may go back to any previous form and change
data at wfl. This fiexiWrty permits the engineer to enter data in airy
order trie computer does not restrict him to use a fixed input sequence.
As data is entered, results, such as the average water content are
automatically computed and displayed.

3.3. Databases: The Integration Mechanism
Databases form the basis of the information cornmunication and storage
mnpofients of trie workbench. Two types of databases are needed:
• Archival Databases provide long term storage of historical project
information. In addition to acting as the permanent repository for
data from afl protects, historical data is useful in performing
reconnaissance and provides me basis for statistical studies of
sites and soi parameters [Wood 82].
• Project Databases maintain afl information for ongoing site investigations. Once data is obtained or results are computed, they are
entered into the project database and are immediately available
for use by others. Thus me project database serves as the central
integration and information communication mechanism.
Site data is hierarchical in nature. For each site there are sets of
borings, which in turn are divided tnto sets of samples. Associated with
each sample are the test results. This hierarchy is depicted in Figure 5.
However, data access often crosses hierarchical boundaries (e.g., the
query: "What is the average shear strength of ait day samples at depth
X for project Y"). Thus the flexibility of data access provided by the
retationdata model has been selected for data storage [Date 75]. In this
form, the basic representation of data is a relation which resembles a
table, and data access is based on selecting named rows and columns.
The project database must contain a number of relations to store afl me
data from att spreadsheets for the entire project Due to the large quantity of data, only summary information is used for much of the later
stages of analysis. An example of a summary data relation is shown in
Figure 6. Each tup* (row) in the relation contains the values of afl test
results (attributes) for one sample. The first three attributes {Protect,
Boring and Sample Number) form the key which identifies a unique row
in the table. P ? 1 is acrffwri by specifying which attributes (columns)
are needed for some range of samples (rows). Thus access is independent of actual data organization, but is based on database content
As stated above, mis flexibitty of data access provided by the relational
model is me basis of its selection for afl database components of me
workbench.

3.4. Graphics: Production-Quality Presentation of Results
Afl of the spreadsheets and database quantities can be output to a high
quafity printer for inclusion m project reports. Due to the large quantity
of data, and the need to make interpretations over the entire site, graphical presentation of summary results is preferred to volumes of tabular

The bore tog produced by*6ASP [Caniang 82], shown in Figure 3, is an
example of the type of output which can be produced automaticafly.
The summary information contained in the relation illustrated in
Figure 6 is sufficient to produce such a drawing.
Flewbflity in production of drawings is also needed. The exact set of
results to be doplayed, and their organization in the drawing may vary
between projects, or different forms may be required for different uses.
A drafting system is being used to produce such drawing. The basic
bore log output sheet is divided into a header and several vertical data
regions. Each data region contains me results of one test arid is defined
as a subdrawmg (i.e., depth scale, soil description, water content blow
count etc). The drafting system provides the capabilities to piace these
subdrawings side-by-side, providing the engineer the freedom to readdy
form any number of alternative layouts. External data interfaces provide
the mechanism to transfer information from the spreadsheets and
project database to the drawings. An example of a bore log produced
by the drafting system is shown in Figure 7.
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3.5. PC Workbench: A Prototype Integration
A prototype workbench for data acquisition, maintaining a project
database, and drawing bore logs has been developed on a 77 Professional PC [Oupiancic 84]. The spreadsheet presented in Figure 4 is one
example of those which have been developed using Lotus 1-2-3. Data
storage is provided by a relational database using dBASE-lll. Graphics,
such as shown in Figure 7, are produced through the Auto-CAD drafting
system. Components of the prototype workbench have been directly
ported to an IBM PC, and alternative software components ( e ^ ,
Knowiedgeman for database management) have been investigated. Interfaces between these programs are small, custom written data translators.
The overall organization and dataflow in the workbench are depicted in
Figure 8. Data is captured using the spreadsheets and is printed as
needed. As data is entered, summary Quantities are automalicaBy com*
puted and transferred to a database summary aprsad6haet which
resembles the relation shown in Figure 6. All test and summary data is
transferred from the spreadsheets to the project database. A translator
reformats a subset of the summary data for the drafting system to
produce the bore log drawings. Since the file interchange functions of
each of the standard software components are not fuMy compatible
(e.g., Auto-CAD's exchange file format does not correspond with
dBASE-HI's exchange file format), complete integration requires the
interface/transtatcrs. the overs* system model includes a translator on
each data path, however, for some pairs of components
Lotus 1-2-3 XudBASE-Ul) it may not be required.

4. Knowledge Based Expert Systems: An
Emerging Technology for Dealing with the
Art of the Process
Qeotechnical engineering might be unique with respect to other engineering disciplines in that most of the process is based on ex
Tasks such as site characterization are often called an art. Since the
rigorous mathematical procedures usually associated with computerbased problem solving do net exist such tasks have not been successtuny compuienzeo. nowever, me concept or a miowieoge naseo expen
system is an emerging technology which permits such heuristic, intelligent, expert problem solving to be performed by a computer.
4 . 1 . Definition of Expert Systems
Artificial Intelligence (A!) is the branch of computer science \
oeais
with the design of computer programs which have the characteristics of
an intelligent human being. A program is considered intelligent if it can
give correct answers ana can expiaw its reasoning process, A
knowledge based expert system is an Al program that performs intelligent tasks cwirentty peHcMir>ed by hi^»y skived people. A number of
sucn expen systems nave oeen oeveiopeo in recent years, nctuotng
programs which are capable of problem solving at the human expert
level of performance in fields such as medicine, science and engineering. An extensive-survey of such programs appears in Nau [Nau 83].

In essence, an expert system is Mist another type of computer program.
A conventional (algorithmic) program can be divided into program
(code) and data. The programmer completely specifies the problem
solving behavior which is embodied in the program by writing a sequence of statements {rules) which are executed in the order predefined
by the programmer. An explicit, a priori statement of all the rules, in the
proper order, for afi cases, is imposstote for any realistic domain. This is
especially true of domains such as design, interpretation or understanding which are considered m-defined or Unstructured [Simon 81] and
where no explicit problem solving process exists. An expert system
addresses this problem by-breaking the program part into a set of rules
which specify the problem solving process (knowledge which is stored
in a knowledge base) ami a knowledge processor (or inference
mechanism) which manipulates and applies the appropriate rules in the
appropriate circumstances. Thus an expert system is free to use
knowledge in the most appropriate manner and is not limited by a fixed,
predefined problem solving approach. In addition, through the explanation subsystem, the user can ask the expert system why and how it is
solving a problem.
An essential feature of a knowledge based expert system is that it embodies the knowledge of human experts acquired through their experience with particular types of problems or situations. Hence, its
problem solving behavior is no better than that of the experts whose
knowledge is encoded in the knowledge base. An expert system does
not learn and is not innovative.
Expertise is gathered from domain experts. Knowledge engineers convert the expertise into the format required by the expert system.
Through testing, the system's knowledge is refined and expanded to
improve its problem solving behavior.
4.2. Example of Rule-Based Knowledge Applied to Site
Characte rization
4 . 2 . 1 . Micro-Level Knowledge
As an example of rule-based knowledge that may be used for the purpose of site characterization, consider the problem of matching the
geometric trends of soil layers based on discrete samples from borings.
At a particular depth, 2, day is sampled in Borings A and C, and day
also is observed near elevation 2 in Boring B. One may ask: "Does the
day observed in the three borings form a continuous stratum and, if so,
how thick is the stratum at various points?"
Alternatively, suppose day is not sampled in Boring B. Then one may
ask: "Does day exist in Boring 3 near elevation z and. if so, does the
day form a continuous layer among the three borings? (Also, how thick
is the day at each sampling point?)"
The answer will, of course, depend greatly on the site geology and on
the vertical and horizontal spacing of the sampling points. The degree
of proximity in elevation implied by the term near also must be defined.
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The workbench software can be used in a manner similar to manual
processing; data is entered interactively and hardcopy results are
produced immediately. Alternatively, complete interactive use is possible. All forms and drawings are created and manipulated on the
screen, and hardcopy is produced only for final reports, ft is anticipated
that future work wdl be directed towards a system which provides a
tighter integration of components of the four components described
above, yielding a workbench which provides an electronic office and
tarmmtTTfY mrtronmnnt for tho pnotorhnienl engineer- Once in-place, it
is anticipated the workbench and its component technologies can be
used to improve the overall process of geotschnicai site characterization.
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